Australian Henley Regatta 2019
Course Map and Notes
Overall Course and key Facilities

A river closure will be in place
between Princess Bridge and
Cremone Railway bridge for the
duration of the regatta.
Crews proceeding beyond these
limits do so at their own risk.
They should be aware that
normal Yarra River rules will be in
place and that there will not be
any regatta safety coverage from
LSV

With permission of the regatta, Club,School
tents/marqueescanbeerectedupstreamofthe
Finish on the Henley Landing onthe South side of
the River.
Tents to be secured using Water containers or
weights. NO tent pegs allowed

Safety Circulation pattern at Boating area
Crews to round
turning buoy
before crossing to
North side

River Closed
upstream of
this line

1.
2.
3.
4.

Crews to boat
with bows facing
Princess Bridge
and proceed
downstream

Crews
proceeding to
start must stay
on North bank

Crews
returning to
Boathouse
Drive must
stay on
South side of
river

Direction of
travel
Centreline
of river

Crews to boat facing downstream (towards Princess Bridge)
Crews MUST go round turning buoy before moving to North Bank
Crews to proceed to start on North bank (opposite to usual river rules)
Crews failing to follow circulation pattern or safety instructions will be penalized up to and including removal from
an event
5. Crews wishing to train are able to do so downstream beyond Princess bridge but should seek permission from
marshalls before boating and follow directions given.
6. Normal River rules will apply below Princess bridge and crews are responsible for their own safety

Safety Circulation pattern at 800m Start

Crews
proceeding to
start must stay
on North bank

Crews for 800m start
will be marshalled on
North Bank and turned
across the river under
the direction of
marshalls

Crews
proceeding to
1600m start
must stay on
North bank

Lane 2
Lane 1

800m
Start

After spinning, crews to split
into racing lanes and
proceed downstream to the
800m start under direction
of marshalls/BRO’s

Safety Circulation pattern at 1600m Start

Crews for 1600m start
will be marshalled on
North Bank and turned
across the river under
the direction of
marshalls

Punt Road
Bridge

Limit of River Closure. Crews
proceeding beyond this point
do so at their own risk. Crews
proceeding upstream must
cross to south side prior to
passing under bridge

1600m
Start
After spinning, crews to split
into racing lanes and
proceed downstream to the
1600 m start under direction
of marshalls/BRO’s

Cremone
Rail Bridge

